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The nature of a tree defines the fruits and the culture of an organisation defines its future. When you buy into the culture of an organisation you become part of its future. In Covenant University, we have a culture of spirituality, integrity, possibility mentality, sacrifice, responsibility, capacity building and diligence. These are the characteristics that define our culture and every genuine encounter with the word secures the future. A word came to me from heaven that destroyed every trait of poverty mentality and made me wealthy, yet there was no physical money anywhere. There was so much in the future with an encounter with the scripture because according to the scriptures as he thinketh in his heart so is he, you are what you think. It is your mentality that defines your destiny. The Black man is poor not because there is no capacity but he is plagued by poverty mentality, and he behaves poor because he thinks poor. They call him poor and he accepts it.

An encounter with scripture redefines the future and everyone that is born again is imbued with virtues, values and potential. Anyone without Christ will continue to struggle for life because he is under the curse of the fall of man. A discovery of self is key to the world of unlimited possibilities.

Every child of God is too loaded to be ordinary. Our possibility mentality is drawn from a discovery of who we are, what we bear and what we worth in Christ.

The reason some people are so loaded with virtues and values and many others are not, is a function of engagement of one’s potentials. (Matthew 25:14-30). You have an unlimited capacity to create solutions but your mentality may limit your potential. Mentality actually defines your destiny.

Therefore, shun careless living, so as to engage the talent God has deposited in you. Activate these rich potentials, so that the best can come out.